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French Security Left Blind During November 13 Paris Terror Attacks

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, November 15 2015

I have received a report from European security that there was a massive cyber attack on
French systems 48 hours prior to and during the Paris attacks.

13/11 Paris Massacre: Cui Bono?

By Pepe Escobar and Oriental Review, November 15 2015

Yesterday night things changed in an instant in Paris. The available evidence suggest that
the assaults were carried out by a professional killer group who used live bombs among
other weapons.

Before Paris Terrorist Attacks, CIA Director Brennan Met With French Intelligence
DGSE Chief Bernard Bajolet: Report

By legitgov, November 15 2015

The White House correspondent for French television network Canal+, Laura Haim, reported
an interesting tidbit during a live report with MSNBC’s Brian Williams Friday evening. Haim
stated that Central Intelligence Agency director, John O. Brennan, recently met with his
counterpart, French intelligence (DGSE) director Bernard Bajolet.

Palestine  Burns  While  Parisians  Mourn.  Israel  is  Guilty  of  Premeditated  State-
Sponsored Terrorism

By Stephen Lendman, November 15 2015
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Israel  murders,  brutalizes,  mass imprisons and tortures Palestinians daily  –  ignored by
Western and Israeli  media,  blaming victims for  state-sponsored high crimes.   Parisians
justifiably  mourn  their  dead.  Worldwide  sympathy  supports  their  family  members  and  an
aggrieved nation. Palestinians suffer isolated…

Selective  Empathy:  Terrorist  Attacks  Rock  Paris,  Public  Response  to  Tragedy Is
Typically Disproportionate

By Daniel DeLafe, November 15 2015

In light of the Paris terror attack that killed at least 126, I have some observations to share
regarding the social media response to such a tragedy.
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